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Can Machines
“Learn” Finance?

Executive Summary
Can machine learning be helpful to asset management—and if so, how?
Asset markets fundamentally differ from many of the environments in
which machine learning has enjoyed success, and research into machine
learning for asset management is just beginning. The early evidence hints
that machine learning tools can potentially improve investment portfolios.
Application of machine learning techniques is a natural evolution for
investment research, and one that will continue to be explored.
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Introduction
The explosion of data and ever-increasing

in research in numerous scientific fields

computing power has led to tremendous

largely through the application of these

opportunities (and pitfalls) for researchers

methods.1 But, what is machine learning

in a variety of fields. Some of the most

exactly and can it lead to similar discoveries

intriguing research is taking place under

in asset management? We begin with a

the broad domain of “machine learning”

simple example to illustrate how machine

and artificial intelligence. The last five years

learning changes the way we solve problems.

have witnessed substantial breakthroughs

From Machine Programming to
Machine Learning
Consider a task that requires automation.

The traditional computer programming

Let’s contrast the traditional computer

solution to this problem is to write a sequence

programming approach to accomplishing this

of if/then statements (e.g., the left side of

task versus a machine learning approach.

of Exhibit 1). If all requisite conditions are
satisfied, the program returns “valid”; if at

The task is to determine if a particular email

least one condition is violated, then it returns

address is “valid,” meaning that it can be used

“invalid”. A properly coded program can solve

by the world wide web to route a message. For

this example task exactly.

2

an email to be valid, it must satisfy a basic set
of criteria. For example, it should include an

Now, consider how a data-driven machine

“@” symbol. The @ should be followed by a

learner would solve this problem. Rather

web domain (like aqr.com or yale.edu) that is

than rely on the human to know and input

fewer than 254 characters and consists of only

the rules, can the computer “learn” the rules

letters, numbers, hyphens, and periods. There

from the data? Specifically, from examples

are a number of other well-defined rules for

of valid and invalid email addresses—the

email validity.

data—can the computer come up with its own

3

rules to sort addresses?4 To do so, we need the

1
2
3
4

Some examples include the self-driving car, Microsoft translating English to Chinese in real time, AlphaGo beating Lee Sedol at the
game Go, and OpenAI’s “Dactyl” robotic hand learning to manipulate objects.
People and businesses use various programs to solve problems like this every day. One example from a publicly available blogpost is
https://isemail.info/about.
See, e.g., https://help.returnpath.com/hc/en-us/articles/220560587-What-are-the-rules-for-email-address-syntaxIn this example, the value of the data lies in its “valid/invalid” labels, which are manually classified by humans or generated through
experimentation.

4
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Exhibit 1

Determining Email Validity
Traditional Programming

Machine Learning

IF

Contains “@”

(Big) data on email addresses

AND

domain name excludes “!#$...”

AND

domain name has fewer than 254 characters

AND

...

THEN

valid

ELSE

invalid

Valid?

Address

0
1
0
1

jaime@lannister
hound@clegane.com
jon.snow@GO†.edu
daenerys@targaryen.org

.
.
.

.
.
.

+

Stats Model: Y/N = b0 + b1 (@) + b2 (!#$&%?* ) ...

=

Estimated probability of valid email
Source: AQR. For illustrative purposes only.

computer to use statistics to infer the rules

In the unstructured approach, the machine

from the data. The machine learner may,

learner does not tell the computer anything

for instance, feed the machine millions of

about the rules of validity. In the second,

examples of valid and invalid emails, where

more structured approach, the machine

the machine may come up with its own rules

learner provides some minimal information

by finding that having an “@” symbol is an

on the types of variables that might matter

important distinguishing feature. This is an

and allows the machine to find out how they

example of unstructured machine learning,

matter, how best to use them, and what other

where the researcher merely provides the

features might also matter. Of course, most

data. With enough data/examples the

problems are similar to the second scenario,

machine can eventually find useful rules.

where the researcher has some input or

An alternative is to provide some rules or

intuition on variables or relationships that

guidance and then let the machine improve

can help the machine solve the problems

upon those and add more. For example, one

more efficiently. In both cases, the machine

could pre-specify variables that might matter,

is trying to learn the rules and their ability to

such as the “@” symbol, a valid web domain,

classify by relying on data and estimating a

a variety of symbols, etc. This second

statistical model.5

approach is more structured to help guide the
machine to learn faster and more efficiently.

5

Of course, the more knowledge a researcher has, the more input can be provided to the machine to learn more efficiently. Depending
on the context and nature of the problem, both structured and unstructured learning can be useful and efficient.
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Once the model is “trained” (i.e., estimated),

Here is a more representative problem for

it can be presented with a new email address.

machine learning and a much more difficult

Based on the attributes (or “features”) of the

problem to solve.

5

new address, a good model will forecast a value
for the probability of that email being valid, as

Is this a picture of a cat?

illustrated on the right side of Exhibit 1.
The traditional programmer and the machine
learner follow the same basic logic: determine
the rules of the game. The difference in their
approaches amounts to a subtle change in
perspective. A useful way to understand
this difference is to recognize the system
as having three main components: inputs,
association rules, and outputs. The traditional
programming approach starts from the
inputs, then uses human understanding to
explicitly define the association rules, which
are the rules that transform the inputs into
an output. The machine learning approach,

The traditional programming solution is

on the other hand, starts from examples of

infeasible for this type of problem. One would

how inputs and outputs relate, and seeks to

need an essentially infinite list of if/then

learn the association rules via estimation.

statements to answer the question, “is this a
cat?”6 While in this case the programmer’s

With a flexible enough model, and with a

solution is infeasible, the machine learner’s

sufficient number of examples, the basic

solution remains available (if you give it

principles of statistics ensure that we will be

millions of images of cats and not-cats). And,

able to train a machine (i.e., estimate a model)

as we know from the likes of Google (Le et

to classify email addresses nearly perfectly.

al., 2011), machine learning is astoundingly
successful at identifying cat images.

In the email example, the machine learner’s

The ability to crank through all of those

approach seems a bit silly. Why deal with the

calculations using all of that data is what has

imperfections of estimation when a perfectly

made machine learning techniques accessible

accurate programming solution is within reach

and useful.

without too much effort? Of course, machine
learning is probably not the right approach for
this simple problem. It’s too simple. But, most
real-world problems are more difficult.

6

For example, try describing this picture to someone verbally in terms of its characteristics and ask that person what animal they think
it is or whether they can tell if the description is of a cat or not?

6
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What’s New and What’s Not: Data,
Computing Power, and Statistics
Machine learning goes by many names (some

machine learning methods: decision trees

of which are mis-characterizations). Whether

and neural networks.

you hear it called “deep learning,” or “artificial
intelligence,” the fact is that in typical finance

Tree models, or sequential sorting, should

applications it can all be understood as a direct

be a familiar statistical concept to finance

extension of (a lot of) statistics. The “learning”

researchers since this is often how we form

in machine learning simply means estimation

portfolios. For example, in Exhibit 2 suppose

and model selection. In fact, most of the basic

observations are stock returns and the two

statistical principles being used have been

“sorting” variables are firms’ market equity

around for the better part of a century. What’s

(“ME”) and book-to-market ratios (“B/M”). The

new is that technology has made them feasible

tree might first sort stocks based on firm size

by generating vast amounts of new data and

to form several groups7 that are most similar

immense computing power to allow large-scale

in terms of size. The number of groups can be

statistical models to become practically useful.

determined by how “different” the groups are

Two Examples: Decision Trees and
Neural Networks

in terms of size and ultimately how size relates
to returns. Then, within each size group,
stocks are further sorted on B/M. The ultimate

To illustrate the familiarity of basic statistical

“leaves” of the trees are simply comprised of

principles underlying machine learning, we

groups of stocks most similar to each other

briefly describe two pillars in the canon of

on these characteristics, which can be formed

Exhibit 2

Portfolio Tree Example
Stock
ME
Low

Mid

High

B/M

Portfolios

Low

Mid

Small
Growth

Small
Mid

High

Small
Value

Low

Mid
Growth

Mid

Mid
Mid

High

Mid
Value

Low

Large
Growth

Mid

Large
Mid

High

Large
Value

Source: AQR. For illustrative purposes only.
7		Tree models tend to be binary so that each branch sorts observations into two groups, though other modeling choices (like the ternary
structure in the example above) are available.

7
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into a portfolio of stocks. The model tree’s

“connection weights,” or modes of influence,

return forecast for say a “large value” stock is

in the network. Influences flow in one

then just the average return of the large value

direction in this example, from left to right,

portfolio. Academic finance has used portfolio

which makes this a simple “feed-forward”

sorts for decades (Fama and French, 1992)

network. The inputs are simply the predictors/

and this essentially is what decision trees do.

regressors/independent variables—the x’s—
and the output is the dependent variable or

Similarly, the idea of a neural network

outcome—y. The objective is to understand

model is an old one, originally conceived

how the inputs influence the output and use

by neuroscientists in the 1940’s and 1950’s

this to make forecasts.

(McCulloch and Pitts, 1943; Rosenblatt,
1958). Part of the mystery surrounding neural

Despite all of the terminology, the estimation

networks stems from their neuroscience

of this model can be simple. The “connection

terminology (“neurons,” “activation functions,”

weights,” denoted as β in the example, can

“connections”). However, the basic statistical

come from ordinary least squares (OLS)

principles underlying neural networks are

regression. Of course, one can come up with

straightforward, and familiar.

more complicated “connection weights,” too,
which are just fancier statistical functions.

Exhibit 3 shows two simple neural network
examples. The first shows the simplest

Example 2 adds a layer of complexity known

possible “architecture” for a neural network

as a “hidden layer.” A hidden layer is a hidden

with a single “input layer” and “output layer.”

or non-specified connection that adds a twist.

The lines from inputs to output represent

In neural network terminology, it consists of

Exhibit 3

Simplified Illustrative Neural Networks
Example 2

Example 1
Input Layer

Output Layer

x1
x2

Input Layer

x1
y

Hidden Layer

Output Layer

z1

x2

y
z2

x3

x3

y = ß 1 x1 + ß 2 x2 + ß 3 x3 + e

y = ßz1 max(ß11 x1 + ß12 x2 + ß13 x3 , 0)
z1
+ ßz2 max(ß21 x1 + ß22 x2 + ß23 x3 , 0) + e
z2

aka: “Regression”
Source: AQR. For illustrative purposes only.

aka: “Regression with transformed x’s”

8
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two intermediate “neurons,” denoted z1 and

Big Data, Fast Processors

process it in some way, and transmit the result

The examples in Exhibit 3 are simple. But

to the output. In the language of statistics, it is

how do neural networks accomplish more

a transformation of the variable x. In this case,

difficult tasks? If you take a bunch of simple

it takes the positive values of x and zeroes out

neural networks like those above and stack

the negatives. It is the use of these hidden

them together in all kinds of interesting and

layers that makes neural networks so powerful.

complex ways, you can arrive at a highly

z2, that receive information from the inputs,

intricate model. Exhibit 4 gives an example
The hidden layer adds complexity to the model,

of the types of “deep” neural networks (deep

but the same basic idea is present. Rather

means many hidden layers and networks

than regress y on x1, x2, and x3, the model

within networks) that have proven successful

first processes them into z1 and z2, and then

in applications as diverse as earthquake

measures how y relates to the z’s. Transforming

modeling, computer vision, and autonomous

regressors (e.g., scaling by volatility) before

vehicles. By stacking together many thousands

using them in a regression is common in asset

of small networks, you end up with a model

management research. A neural network

that is very flexible and can capture a range

simply brings this step inside the model,

of outcomes and interactions between

rather than choosing data transformations ex

variables that are necessary to describe the

ante. It uses statistics to search across many

complexities of real world phenomena. None

potential transformations to learn the best

of this is possible without a ton of data and

predictor of y. This is a powerful innovation

immense computing power to calculate all

that requires immense processing power

of the network paths. Historically, what

and a ton of data to estimate reliably.

kept statistical models from being able to
recognize a cat image was that our statistical

Exhibit 4

A Deep Neural Network Example from Geophysical Sciences

Source: DeVries et al. (2017). Note: The figure shows a neural network architecture that has proven useful for describing the behavior of
earthquakes.
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models were “small,” having only a handful

machine learning applications is driven

of parameters. Why? Because of (a lack of)

more by technology than technique.

9

computing power and storage. For some
perspective, in 1983 the Apple IIe boasted

Furthermore, computing power goes hand

64KB of RAM with a 1.02MHz processor. At

in hand with the vast information sources

16GB of RAM and 2.8GHz, the 2015 MacBook

we now have at our disposal. Every year we

Pro used to write this article outstrips the

experience momentous leaps in computing

Apple IIe by a factor of 260,000 in RAM

and data.9 Our ability to capture and store

and a factor of 2,800 in processor speed.8

data is far ahead of our ability to analyze

And, the MacBook Pro pales in comparison

and understand it, which is where machine

to machines we run statistical analyses on

learning can be instrumental in bridging that

today. Hence, the giant innovative leap in

gap—though there is a long way to go.

Finance Is Different
As the popular press so frequently reminds

Low Signal-to-noise Ratios

us, machine learning can accomplish the
once unthinkable. Not only can machines

Perhaps the most important difference can be

recognize cats, they can recognize speech,

understood in terms of signal-to-noise ratio,

drive cars, and beat grandmasters at complex

which summarizes how much predictability

games of strategy. Machines seem capable

exists within a system. Take, for example,

of just about anything. This is usually where

cat image recognition. If handed a thousand

the excitement, hype, and extrapolation kicks

Instagram photos, you will correctly identify

in. Because machine learning has done so

those that contain cats with a success rate

many amazing things, it may seem a foregone

of almost 100%. You might miss one or two

conclusion that it will dominate at financial

cats in blurry photos or if you came across a

tasks like stock picking. But this conclusion is

strange looking dog. That high success rate

by no means obvious and is not supported by

indicates that this setting is a high signal-to-

research, at least not yet.

noise environment. The signal (the cat image)
dominates sources of noise in the photo (blur,

What makes finance different? In this

background images, and so forth). Machine

section, we highlight a number of features

learning thrives in such environments.

that differentiate finance from the domains
where machine learning has a demonstrated,

Contrast this with finance, and in particular,

positive track record.

with return prediction. The signal-to-noise
ratio is not just weak, but it will always be
pulled toward zero. First, one reason the

8
9

See http://applemuseum.bott.org/sections/computers/IIe.html.
The software firm Domo estimates that in the average minute of an average day in 2018, humans sent 13 million text messages, ran
3.9 million google searches, took 1.4 thousand Uber rides, posted 49.8 thousand Instagram photos, and cleared $68.5 thousand in
peer-to-peer Venmo transactions (https://www.domo.com/learn/data-never-sleeps-6). All of these data are being recorded and stored.

10
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signal-to-noise ratio is weak is because

Evolving Markets

financial markets are extremely noisy. The
best stock or investment portfolio in the

The machine learning challenges posed by low

world will, on any given day, quarter, or

signal-to-noise ratios are further confounded

year, experience wild swings in performance

by the adaptive nature and dynamic character

due to unanticipated news. Second, the

of markets. If a researcher identifies a new

signal in financial markets is expected to be

signal that captures a particular form of asset

low and will be kept low. The low signal-to-

mispricing useful for predicting prices, then

noise is not some unfortunate coincidence

as the signal becomes more widely known,

of markets. On the contrary, it is a feature

more traders act on it, correcting prices

ensured, and constantly reinforced, by simple

more quickly. The market eventually absorbs

economic forces of profit maximization and

that information, and the data generating

competition. If traders have some information

process changes due to the very actions of

that reliably predicts a future rise in prices—a

agents in the market. Likewise, technological

strong signal—they don’t sit passively on that

innovations can alter the structure of the

information. They start trading. That very

economy and reshape the way humans

act of exploiting their predictive information

interact with markets. While the frontiers of

pushes up prices, and thereby sucks some

machine learning have developed some tools

of the predictability out of the market. And

that may help with such adaptive phenomena

they don’t stop after prices have risen just a

(such as the online learning algorithms in

little. They continue buying until they have

Arora et al., 2012; Li and Hoi, 2014), they

exhausted their information—until prices

highlight the fact that finance is more complex

fully adjust to the level that their information

than many other domains of ML research

predicted. By leveraging information for

(cats don’t begin morphing into dogs once the

profit-oriented trading, investors leave

algorithm becomes good at cat recognition).

10

minimal predictability on the table. With the
predictability already priced in, the only thing

Short Samples and Unstructured Data

that moves markets are unanticipated news
or shocks—noise. This idea, that competition

Another key difference in finance (and

in markets wipes out return predictability, is

economics generally) is that our field is not

not new. It is the very idea underpinning the

really a “big data” environment (though big

Nobel prize-winning work on the efficient

data methods can still be useful). Statistical

markets hypothesis (Fama, 1970).

analysis of finance, like macroeconomics

11

more broadly, is fundamentally a time series
discipline. In the example of return prediction,

10 To give a sense of the volatility in markets, a single stock on average can have an expected return of 5% per year above cash and
a volatility of returns of 50% per year! That’s a volatility ten times the expected return. This is a hypothetical scenario and is for
illustrative purposes only. Hypothetical scenarios have inherent limitations on forecasting results.
11 In an efficient market, returns need not be entirely devoid of predictability. Investors may stop short of using their full information if,
for example, it requires taking on too much risk, if they face transaction costs, or if they are subject to legal restrictions as in the case
of insider trading. Nonetheless, the remaining predictability should be small and difficult to capture, as any easy profits will be quickly
captured by competitive traders. Forecasted results are for illustrative purposes only, are not a guarantee of performance and are
subject to change. Allocations may be subject to change at any time.
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we can always conjure bigger and better data

11

Need for Interpretability

sets for prediction. However, we are limited by
the number of observations on the outcome

Some machine learning models are proverbial

variable—stock returns—that we are targeting.

black boxes. Yet the ability to understand

New data on stock returns is generated only by

the inner workings of one’s model is a useful

the passage of time.

feature in asset management. Asset managers
have the fiduciary duty of understanding

The traditional inputs to asset management

and communicating the risks in their clients’

are the kinds of well-structured data sets that

portfolios, which leads them to place special

reside in an Excel spreadsheet. Columns

emphasis on model interpretability.

are predictor variables, rows are repeat
observations—these are the types of data that

Finance is not alone in its need for

lend themselves easily to statistical analysis.

interpretable models. Doctors seek to

In contrast, many interesting new data sources

understand the drivers of machine learning

are best characterized as “unstructured” data.

medical diagnoses to avoid adverse

They include text data such as news articles

unintended consequences of relying on

and Tweets, image data such as Instagram

algorithms (Cabitza et al., 2017), and

posts or YouTube videos, and even some forms

governments and regulators remain vigilant

of market data such as detailed limit-order

against implicit or explicit biases in policy

book histories.

(such as lending decisions of financial
institutions (Hardt et al., 2016)). This broad

For most unstructured data sets, the data

demand has made interpretability a priority

history is short. For example, with social

in machine learning research (Doshi-Velez

media outlets you may have a decade of data

and Kim, 2017; Vellido et al., 2012). Machine

to work with. The limited time series presents

learning need not be an opaque black box.

a challenge for meaningful backtesting. With

Structural approaches can simultaneously

a short history it’s even more difficult to form

make efficient use of the data to enhance

a precise estimate of strategy performance

discovery while also providing interpretation

which ultimately means that even very strong

and intuition. There are many interesting

signals might prudently receive only small

potential research avenues for drawing more

weights in a portfolio.

meaningful and intuitive conclusions from
financial machine learning models.

12
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The Research Frontier
Because of these critical differences between
finance and other fields where machine

Combining Economic Theory and
Machine Learning

learning thrives, the answer to the question
“Can machines learn finance?” is by no means

A basic principle of statistical analysis is that

obvious. As an industry, we have only an

theory and model parameters are substitutes.

emergent understanding of the usefulness

The more structure you can impose in your

of machine learning for asset management.

model, the fewer parameters you need to

This is exactly why research in this area is so

estimate and the more efficiently your model

valuable. There is much at stake, and the best

can use observations at its disposal to cut

path forward is digging in and conducting

through noise. That is, models are helpful

diligent research.

because they filter out noise (a map of New

Analysis, Not Anecdotes

York is helpful for navigating the city in part
because of all of the detail it omits). But an
over-simplified model can also filter out some

When people discuss machine learning in

signal too, so in a data-rich and high signal-

finance, the conversation is predominantly

to-noise environment, you would not want to

anecdotal—“I heard a story about how

use an unnecessarily small model. Simplicity,

manager XYZ does it.” Methodic research

however, can be a virtue when signal-to-noise

into the benefits of machine learning

is low, where the benefit of filtering out noise

for asset management is in its infancy.

might outweigh the cost of missing some

But the early research tells a hopeful

signal. In asset management, one can begin

story. Gu, Kelly, and Xiu (2018) suggest

to tackle the low signal-to-noise problem

that machine learning methods have

by bringing economic theory to describe

the potential to deliver significant out-of-

some aspects of the data, complemented by

sample improvement in the performance

machine learning tools to capture aspects

of stock selection strategies. They also offer

of the data for which theory is silent. Some

some new insights into the nature of their

relevant academic examples are Kelly et al.

outperformance. For example, improvements

(2017), Kelly et al. (2018), and Gu, Kelly, and

arise most prominently among the more

Xiu (2019), which begin with a basic economic

sophisticated models (trees and neural

structure and introduce machine learning in

networks), and are due in large part to

only one aspect of the model.

allowance of non-linear predictor interactions
that are missed by simpler methods. The gains

In addition to leveraging theory, clever

are incremental, economically and statistically

methodological innovations can help work

significant, but by no means revolutionary.

through the noise in financial machine
learning applications. While cat image
recognition was an early machine learning
success, its high signal-to-noise ratio made

Can Machines “Learn” Finance? | 2Q19
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this task rather low-hanging fruit. The frontier

that is, risk prediction benefits from a

has moved to more difficult noise-ridden

comparatively higher signal-to-noise ratio.

problems such as recognizing images in

Relatedly, transaction costs arising from

photographs taken underwater (Jin and Liang,

price impact are predictable with a fairly

2017) or speech recognition in a crowded room

high degree of accuracy (Frazzini et al., 2018).

(Serdyuk et al., 2016).

Unlike return prediction, there is no obvious

Beyond Return Prediction

tendency for investor behavior to eliminate
this predictability, making machine learning
perhaps better-suited to risk and transaction

While we emphasize that return prediction

cost modeling.

(because of its low signal-to-noise ratios and
non-stationary nature) poses a particularly

It’s not all about alpha! Most discussions, and

difficult challenge for machine learning, it is

certainly most anecdotes, of machine learning

also important to recognize that other critical

applied to finance focus on the creation of

finance problems could benefit more from

alpha. Using new data and machine learning

machine learning. An important example

to build alpha (i.e., to find new, unique sources

is portfolio implementation, including risk

of return predictability) heads straight into

management, transaction cost management,

the most competitive aspect of financial

and factor construction.

markets. As more investors enter the market
with similar data and similar tools, the

A long literature, exemplified by the

mispricing corrects and that alpha compresses

Nobel prize-winning work of Engle (1982),

to zero. In contrast, a promising area of asset

demonstrates that financial market risks

management research uses machine learning

possess a high degree of predictability;

to improve other aspects of investing.

14
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Conclusion: An Evolution,
Not a Revolution
Financial machine learning has the potential

additive portfolio performance and using

to be the next leap forward in quantitative

quantitative methods to extract information

investing. Two key points are crucial for

systematically—are the modus operandi

understanding the current state of machine

of quantitative investment processes. For

learning in the practice of asset management.

decades, asset managers have used human-

The first is that research is just taking off

intensive, decentralized statistical learning.

and many important questions are yet to be

Machine learning offers a systematic approach

answered. The second is that early research

to investing that mechanizes that process,

evidence indicates potential economically

allows managers to metabolize information

and statistically significant improvements in

from more new sources faster, including

the performance of portfolios that leverage

unstructured data previously untapped,

machine learning tools (Gu, Kelly, and Xiu

and provides tools to search through

2018). However, the gains are evolutionary,

increasingly flexible economic models that

not revolutionary.

seek to better capture complex realities of
financial markets. The evolution of machine

The ideas behind machine learning—

learning in finance is just beginning.

leveraging new data sets to identify robust

About the Portfolio Solutions Group
The Portfolio Solutions Group (PSG) aims to help AQR clients achieve better portfolio
outcomes and provide unique insights to the broader investment community.
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